Safe Cat Toy and How to Use Them
SAFE TOY SELECTION FOR YOUR FELINE
A feral cat may spend half of her day going through the stalk,
pounce and kill of the hunting ritual, trying to obtain enough food
to sustain her litter and herself. Meanwhile, our domestic felines
nosh all day long on a commercially produced, owner-prepared
diet without so much effort as placing a paw on the electric can
opener. Little wonder Petunia has packed on a few pounds! When
we relegate our feline friends to indoors-only status, we rob them
of the opportunity to work for their living. It is a far safer existence,
but a more mind-numbing, sedentary one. Thus, it is up to us to
enrich their environment and enhance their lives.
As luck would have it, cats are easy to amuse. There is very little in
their environment that could not serve as a cat toy in a pinch. In fact,
in many households, commercial cat toys gather dust while items
set aside for recycling are co-opted by the cat. Bottle caps, paper
shopping bags, dried-out pens, shoe boxes—what may be garbage
to you is a rip-roaring good time to your cat. Am I the only one who
leaves appliance cartons in the middle of the living room floor for a
month or two so my cats can play hide-andseek?
Kitty Calamities
When evaluating household items for cat-worthiness, pay attention
to bits and pieces that could be chewed off and swallowed, get
caught on a claw and prevent retraction or become lodged in the
cat's mouth or throat. While most cats love hiding in paper shopping bags, they abhor it when, after poking their heads through the
handles, they find they cannot outrun the sack which has now
taken on a life all its own—"chasing" them all over the house. Simply
snipping off the handles before allowing your cat access will prevent such problems.
There is no more important safety edict than "Know thy cat." What
attracts him? Has he developed an oral fixation on paper curling
ribbon, plastic milk cap rims or aluminum foil? If so, proper disposal of these items is critical to avoid gastrointestinal upsets in your
feline; for other cats, however, these items may serve as occasional, well-supervised toys.
Commercial toys must be carefully scrutinized before being
declared safe in your personal peaceable kingdom, too. Wands
with fluttering mylar strips are appropriate for cats who only bat at
them with their paws. But if your cat is like my girl Gracie, who puts
everything she catches in her mouth, this would be a dangerous
plaything.
Kitty Cautions
Recently, the ASPCA was contacted by a con® sumer reporter who was investigating the safe-

ty of a battery-operated retractable cat toy,
after receiving a television viewer's complaint.
A little plastic "anchor" could be cast out from
the handle on a fine thread and then, by pressing a button, the line would swiftly retract—with
kitty in hot pursuit. While testing the toy in an open area, our adolescent shelter cat volunteer was having the time of his life stalking
and pouncing on the little plastic bait. However, if used too close
to furniture, there is a small chance that the cat's leg could get
caught in the line—as the viewer's had. Rather than ban the toy
because of what might happen in rare situations, owners should
carefully evaluate the suitability of this item—or any other—for their
own circumstances, select accordingly and always monitor their
cat's play.
By intimately knowing our feline companion's habits and play
styles, we can make the proper selections of toys. This, in turn, will
provide a mentally challenging environment, stimulating exercise
and just good plain fun—yielding a happier, healthier homebody.
TOYS - HOW TO USE THEM
Although cats generally have different play styles than their canine
counterparts, toys are as much a necessity for cats as they are for
dogs. Toys help fight boredom and give cats an outlet for their
instinctive prey-chasing behaviors. And when you are the one moving the toy around while your cat fishes for it, chases after it, or
jumps in pursuit of it, playtime becomes a bonding experience for
you and your cat.
“Safe” Toys
Our mothers always told us “no playing ball in the house,” but cats
can usually participate in that forbidden exercise without knocking
down a vase or a lamp (and being grounded for two weeks). Still,
there are plenty of factors that may contribute to the safety of the
toy they’re batting around.
Many of those factors are completely dependent upon your cat’s
size, activity level, and preferences. Another factor to be considered is the environment in which your cat spends her time.
Although we can’t guarantee your cat’s enthusiasm or her safety
with any specific toy, we can offer the following guidelines
Be Cautious
The things that are usually the most attractive to cats are often the
very things that are the most dangerous. Cat-proof your home by
removing string, ribbon, yarn, rubber bands, plastic milk jug rings,
paper clips, pins, needles, dental floss, and anything else that
could be ingested. All of these items are dangerous, no matter how
cute your cat may appear when she’s playing with them.

Avoid or alter any toys that aren’t “cat proof ” by removing ribbons,
feathers, strings, eyes, or other small parts that could be chewed
and ingested.
Soft toys should be machine washable. Look for stuffed toys that
are labeled as safe for children under three years of age and that
don’t contain any dangerous fillings. Problem fillings include things
like nutshells and polystyrene beads. Remember that rigid toys are
not as attractive to cats.
Recommended Toys
Active Toys - Round plastic shower curtain rings, which are fun
either as a single ring to bat around, hide, or carry, or when linked
together and hung in an enticing spot.
• Plastic balls, with or without bells inside.
• Ping-Pong balls and plastic practice golf balls with holes to help
cats carry them. Try putting one in a dry bathtub, as the captive
ball is much more fun than one that escapes under the sofa.
You’ll probably want to remove the balls from the bathtub
before bedtime, or you may lose some sleep, as two o’clock in
the morning seems to be a prime time for this game.
• Paper bags with any handles removed. Paper bags are good
for pouncing, hiding, and interactive play. Plastic bags are not a
good idea, as many cats like to chew and ingest the plastic.
• Sisal-wrapped toys, which are very attractive to cats who tend
to ignore soft toys.
• Empty cardboard tubes from toilet paper and paper towels,
made even more fun if you “unwind” a little cardboard to get
them started.
Comfort Toys
• Soft stuffed animals, which are good for several purposes. For
some cats, the stuffed animal should be small enough to carry
around. For cats who want to wrestle with the toy, the stuffed
animal should be about the same size as the cat. Toys with legs
and a tail seem to be especially enticing to cats.
• Cardboard boxes, especially those a little too small for your cat
to fit into.

Catnip
• Catnip-filled soft toys, which cats like to kick, carry, and rub.
Catnip is not addictive and is perfectly safe for cats to roll in,
rub in, or eat.
• Plain catnip can be crushed and sprinkled on the carpet or, for
easier cleanup, on a towel placed on the floor. Catnip oils will
often stay in the carpet, and although they’re not visible to us,
your cat will still be able to smell them. Catnip sprays rarely
have enough power to be attractive to cats.
• Not all cats are affected by catnip. Some cats may become
overstimulated to the point of aggressive play and others may
become relaxed.
• Kittens under six months old seem to be immune to catnip.
Get the Most out of Toys!
• Rotate your cat’s toys weekly by making only a few available at
a time. Keep a variety of types easily accessible. If your cat has
a favorite, like a soft “baby” that she loves to cuddle with, you
may want to leave that one out all the time.
• Provide toys that offer a variety of uses—at least one toy to carry,
one to wrestle with, one to roll, and one to “baby.” Hide-andseek is a fun game for cats.
• “Found” toys are often much more attractive than a toy which is
obviously introduced.
• Many of your cat’s toys should be interactive. Interactive play is
very important for your cat because she needs active “people
time”—and such play also enhances the bond between you and
your pet. Cats generally engage in three types of play—“fishing,
flying, and chasing”—and all types are much more engaging for
cats when you are part of them.
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